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Abstract

This paper discusses the competence and cap�
ability assessment problems� the di�erences
between them� and a uni�ed method to solve
them� Competence can be assessed by exploiting
meta�rules present in the knowledge base� Cap�
ability assessment focuses on planning� meta�
knowledge can be used here as well� There are
di�erent stages in the planning process where
meta�rules can be added and these represent
more or less useful aspects of capability� We
give an analysis of SNLP as an example of our
approach� Finally� we shall discuss how com�
petence and capability assessment are related to
�exible computation�

� Problem�Solving and In�

telligent Agents

The problem we attempt to address is best il�
lustrated by looking at an example� Consider
the problem�solving activity of human problem
solvers given the following simple physics prob�
lem 	Larkin et al�� 
����

A block of mass m starts from rest

down a plane of length l inclined at an

angle � with the horizontal� If the coe�	

cient of friction between block and plane

is �� what is the block
s speed as it reaches

the bottom of the plane�

Given that the human problem solvers have
some knowledge of physics in the form of equa�
tions that are appropriate to the problem� they
will most likely answer the question whether
they can solve this problem with �yes�� i�e� they
will state that they are competent to solve this
particular problem instance� We will refer to
this question as the competence assessment

problem� However� then asked what the solu�
tion is they would probably reply that to work
out the exact speed of the block at the end of
the plane they needed some more time�
Now� this is interesting� Assessing whether

one can solve a problem seems to be much easier
than actually solving the problem� at least for
a human problem solver� This claim is suppor�
ted by research on the knowing not phenomenon
	Barr� 
����� They point out that �people often
know rapidly and reliably that they do not know

something��
To be able to solve the competence assess�

ment problem e�ciently would be a very useful
and important ability for an intelligent compu�
tational agent trying to solve a problem as well�
Intelligent agents do not necessarily have all

the knowledge they need to solve a problem but
they might know of other agents they can com�
municate with that have the knowledge they
lack� Thus� in order to solve its problem the
�rst agent has to �nd another agent that can
provide the desired knowledge� formulate and
ask the relevant question� wait for the reply� and
continue processing� The second agent receives
the query and tries to �nd an answer� If it �nds
an answer it returns it and does something else�
A problem occurs when the agent is unable to

solve the given problem and wastes time looking
for the solution anyway� It may be the case that
other queries cannot be worked on during this
time� The simplest approach to trying to avoid
this situation is for the question�answering agent
to proceed in two steps�


� Assess its own ability to solve the given
problem�

�� Try to �nd the answer�

In an environment where multiple agents have
to solve a number of problems� competence as�






sessment can be used to distribute the problems
amongst the agents�

� Competence and Capabil�

ity

��� A Uni�ed Method for Assess�

ment

The intended role of knowledge
representation in arti�cial intelligence
is 	to� reduce problems of intelligent
action to search problems 	Ginsberg�

���� page ����

One of the problems with search is that the
most general techniques are often the least ef�
�cient� Di�erent techniques for reasoning have
therefore been developed in AI to exploit dif�
ferent features of the representation� task� or
domain at hand� For example� a resolution�
based theorem prover might employ knowledge
about the length of the generated clauses� a
planner might assume that the only changes to
the world are the ones mentioned in the de�ni�
tion of the operators� or a game�playing system
might use a sophisticated evaluation function or
exploit symmetries� A number of well�known
techniques for representation and reasoning over
these representations is described in 	Brachman
and Levesque� 
�����
One speci�c kind of reasoning is planning�

Planning is of particular interest in this context
because a planner is often assumed to be a cent�
ral component of an arti�cial agent 	Wooldridge
and Jennings� 
���� Weld� 
����� There are a
number of techniques for AI planning 	Allen et

al�� 
���� Often planning is not the only task
an intelligent agent has to perform� The agent
might also be required to execute the generated
plan and perform other types of reasoning or
non�planned actions� We will refer to the ques�
tion whether an agent can achieve some state of
the world as the capability assessment prob�

lem�
Two questions that have to be answered to ad�

dress the competence and capability assessment
problem respectively are the following�


� Can I derive � proposition ���

�This question can be seen as asking about the agent�s
knowledge if the knowledge refers to the deductive closure

e�g� Mont Blanc is x metres high� etc�

�� Can I achieve � state ��

e�g� being on top of Mont Blanc� etc�

For example� looking at the sliding block prob�
lem again we need to assess competence for a
proposition P� i�e� a question of the �rst type�
From the problem �What is the block�s speed
as it reaches the bottom of the plane�� we take
the proposition �The block�s speed as it reaches
the bottom of the plane is x� to insert into the
competence question�
The basic method of how competence as�

sessment can be done could� if not must� look
something like this�

We have to abstract from the given
problem and from the knowledge base
that will be used to try to solve this
problem and test whether the two
match in some way�

��� A Fundamental Problem

The problem concerning competence assessment
is that derivation of a proposition can be hard�
Only in a simple formalism like propositional
logic is it possible to decide whether a given
proposition follows from the agent�s knowledge
base or not� This can be done simply by try�
ing to derive the given proposition� However�
this is not addressing the competence question
directly� it is trying to solve the problem and
obviously gives no e�ciency gain� Furthermore�
if the underlying formalism is more complex� for
example� �rst order logic� then the problem is
known to be undecidable� Notice that the di��
culty comes from the problem itself�
As useful knowledge representation formal�

isms will usually be undecidable� we can only
hope for an approximate answer to a compet�
ence question about propositions� That is� we
hope for an answer like �Yes� it is likely that I
can solve this problem�� In this way we could
overcome the undecidability and e�ciency prob�
lem mentioned above�
The second kind of question� the capability

question� has the same problem associated with
it� In general it is not possible to decide whether
there is a plan that achieves a given set of goals�

of the knowledge base�

�



Hence� one can only get an approximate assess�
ment here as well�
Looking at human problem solvers again� we

�nd the same behaviour� the initial assessment
might be wrong� This is simply a result of the
fact that the competence or capability decision
is based upon an abstraction of the given prob�
lem� and some details might reveal the problem
as more di�cult than initially thought� If� in
the example from the beginning of this paper�
the plane turns out to be so long that the ef�
fects of aerodynamics become important� then
human problem solvers may fail at this problem
although they originally thought they were com�
petent�

� The Competence Assess�

ment Problem

Competence knowledge is knowledge about other
knowledge� Our claim here is that meta�rules
	Davis and Buchanan� 
���� contain knowledge
about competence� Given a problem instance
with its goal we can use the following simple
rule to assess competence�

If there is a meta�rule applicable
to the given problem instance that tells
us which object�level knowledge to ap�
ply then it is likely that we are com�

petent with respect to this problem in�
stance��

The intuition behind this rule is quite simple�
in trying to assess our competence for a given
problem we seek ways to approach the prob�
lem� If we know of a promising way to tackle
the problem then we assume that we are com�
petent� The existence of meta�knowledge that
tells the inference engine how to proceed in the
search space represents exactly the condition of
knowing how to tackle the problem� Of course�
it is possible that after actually starting to solve
the problem the system discovers that the prom�
ising approach did not lead to the solution� This
simply accounts for the fact that the competence
assessment problem is not decidable in general�
There are a number of possible objections at

this point� For example� if the meta�knowledge

�For a more elaborate discussion of this rule see
�Wickler and Pryor� ����	�

still leaves us with a considerable number of
promising rules then we know of quite few ways
to approach to problem which might be inter�
preted as not really knowing how to tackle the
problem� Another objection could be that meta�
rules do not contain all the knowledge we need to
assess competence and we will fully agree with
this point� We might need to explicitly represent
further knowledge to get to a better assessment�
Yet another objection could be that a rule�based
approach is not general enough� However� a pro�
duction system framework covers many AI tech�
niques 	Nilsson� 
���� Still� one could argue
that� for example� a case�based reasoning ap�
proach or a constraint�based approach is more
suitable for the competence assessment problem�
This is missing the point though�

The problem we are given is to decide on the
basis of the knowledge�base �including all levels
of knowledge and the problem instance at hand�
whether it is likely that we can solve the prob�
lem� There are two issues here� how to abstract
from the problem instance and knowledge base�
and how to evaluate whether the two abstrac�
tions match� We believe that the hard part
is the abstraction process because one has to
identify some general features in terms of which
the problem instance can be described� This
problem is similar to the one in earlier work
on concept learning systems� if the right attrib�
ute is not given to the system any mechanism
must fail to derive an appropriate concept de�
scription� Only once the potentially important
features have been identi�ed it does makes sense
to think about the mechanism� This is also true
for case�based reasoning� extracting the right
features to classify and retrieve cases is a fun�
damental problem�

So why meta�rules� What we have shown
above is how to use the knowledge in the meta�
rules to get to an abstraction of the problem
instance� Meta�rules perform a kind of abstrac�
tion from the problem instance and the object�
level knowledge to decide what to do next� Thus�
there are already a number of features contained
in the meta�knowledge that are connected to fea�
tures of the knowledge base� Instead of invent�
ing new features� representing them in a di�erent
formalism� and doing the evaluation this way� it
is more sensible to reuse the meta�knowledge in
the system to decide the competence assessment
problem�

�



��� Looking Ahead

Norman and Bobrow address a problem re�
lated to assessing problem�solving ability 	Nor�
man and Bobrow� 
����� The aim of their work
was to evaluate whether it is worthwhile to pur�
sue a certain line of reasoning given only limited
�computational� resources� If the resources are
unlikely to be su�cient then alternative lines of
reasoning should be explored� The method they
used works as follows�


� A line of reasoning is followed for a number
of steps�

�� Then the reasoning process itself is inter�
rupted and the distance to the goal is es�
timated�

�� This together with the amount of resources
used up up to now allows for an evaluation
of the possibility to achieve the goal�

This also looks like a way to solve the compet�
ence assessment problem� However� the trouble
with this method lies in estimating the distance
to the goal� Depending on the underlying type
of reasoning this can be a very di�cult problem
in itself� For example� deriving a proposition
in �rst order logic can mean resolution theorem
proving� The distance to the goal in this case
is the number of clauses we still need to gener�
ate before we arrive at the empty clause� There
does not seem to be a good estimate available�
Similarly for planning� after achieving a number
of goals it is not possible to decide whether the
partial plan represents one that can be extended
to a working plan that achieves all given goals�
What we want to take from Norman and

Bobrow�s work here is the idea of looking ahead

to achieve a better competence assessment� In�
stead of using the rule to judge whether we know
how to approach the given problem we might as
well start the reasoning process and follow the
most promising approach according to the meta�
knowledge up to a certain point� This can be
until a �xed number of steps have been taken�
until a given branching factor is reached� or until
no promising object�level knowledge seems avail�
able anymore� Then we could use the compet�
ence assessment rule to judge problem�solving
ability at this point in the search� Since this
assessment is based on more and better inform�
ation we would expect it to be at least as good as

an assessment based only on the given problem
instance� if not better�

� The Capability Assess�

ment Problem

��� Meta�Knowledge and Capabil�

ity

Planning is a speci�c kind of reasoning and
therefore the rule for competence assessment
given in the previous section should also be ap�
plicable to assess capability if we restrict the as�
sessment to the planning phase� This requires
the presence of meta�rules in the agent�s know�
ledge base�
Unfortunately there seems to be very little

meta�knowledge telling us how to tackle the
problem in current planners� Now� why is this�
As described above� the classic planning problem
is very much domain independent� Meta�rules
on the other hand do refer to the domain as can
be seen in the example meta�rule for determin�
ation of an investment� Since classic planners
almost never contain domain speci�c knowledge
and neither do they allow for it to be speci�ed as
input� this knowledge is not available to them�
If the planner knew about the primitive actions
it has available then there is no reason why it
should not also have knowledge about these ac�
tions and associated goals as well� i�e� the meta�
knowledge�
It is very unfortunate that there seem to be

no meta�rules in current planners because we
pointed out reuse of meta�knowledge as one of
the major advantages of our competence assess�
ment approach� That there is no such meta�
knowledge in classic planners is not strictly true
though� in hierarchical planning� for example�
abstract actions guide search� Once a plan is
found on one level of abstraction the re�nement
process can be seen as one in which intermedi�
ate goal states are speci�ed for the level below�
The problem with this approach is that it al�
lows only one speci�c kind of meta�knowledge
to be exploited� namely how to re�ne abstract
actions� Furthermore� it is not represented as
knowledge for guiding search explicitly� Meta�
rules are a more generic way to represent this
and other knowledge�
So how can we integrate meta�rules into a

�



planning framework� We shall see how this can
be done by looking at the e�ect of the compet�
ence assessment rule from a more technical point
of view� Meta�rules help in deciding how to pro�
ceed at the non�deterministic steps in search�
e�g� which applicable rule to �re next� The same
idea can be used to assess capability� Details
must obviously depend on the actual planning
algorithm used�

��� Meta�Rules for Planning

There are a number of di�erent planning al�
gorithms based on di�erent ideas� It is beyond
this paper to look at all of them but for a fairly
recent and exhaustive overview see 	Allen et al��

���� Instead we will concentrate on the plan�
ning algorithm that can be seen as the state
of the art� SNLP 	McAllester and Rosenblitt�

��
��

There are three non�deterministic steps in
SNLP� goal selection� operator selection� and
causal link�protection� We will now illustrate by
means of examples what the decision is we have
to take in each of these steps� We will give ex�
amples of meta�rules that represent knowledge
to aid search control� Finally� we will explain
which capabilities are indicated by the meta�
rules�

����� Goal Selection

At any stage in the planning process let G con�
tain the open conditions or goals that still need
to be achieved in order to transform the current
plan state into a solution plan state� i�e� one in
which the preconditions of each step si � S� the
set of actions currently in the plan� are all ne�
cessarily true in the input situation of si� For
SNLP this is true when G is empty� Otherwise
we have to select a goal from G that we attempt
to achieve and remove from G� The best goal
to chose would be the one that maximizes the
probability that the current plan state can be
transformed into a solution plan state�

Let us look at the blocks world 	Nilsson� 
���
to illustrate how a meta�rule aiding goal selec�
tion could work� The problems in this domain
are typically stacking problems and it is obvi�
ous that it is best to start at the bottom� The
following meta�rule expresses this knowledge�

If there are goals ON�x� y� and ON�y�

z� then work on the latter �rst�

Similarly one could specify that goals
ONTABLE�x� should be preferred over all oth�
ers� Other domains like the arti�cial domains
in 	Barrett and Weld� 
���� would bene�t from
this kind of goal ordering as well since this is the
only decision in some of their domains� i�e� the
ones where there is only one operator to achieve
each goal�
So what capability does the above meta�rule

indicate� A planner with this meta�knowledge
would be capable to solve stacking problems�
i�e� problems where the goal state is the conjunc�
tion of conditions with predicate ON and with a
shared object as the appropriate arguments�

����� Operator Selection

Now� let c be the goal condition we have chosen
to attempt to achieve next� Then let Sc be the
set of operators that ful�ll c� where Sadd � Sc�
As for the goal selection� the best operator to
chose from Sc would be the one that maximizes
the probability that the current plan state can
be transformed into a solution plan state�
Looking at the blocks world again� one could

assume that it is better to put a block on the
table if one needs an empty hand and the block
is not needed on another block� Note that the
latter expresses a goal preference not included
in the following meta�rule�

If the goal is HANDEMPTY and

putdown�x� � Sc then prefer this

operator�

Notice that meta�rules for operator selection
can be attached to goals like the meta�rules in
TEIRESIAS�
Capability indication for rules of this type

is limited� they only tell us whether the agent
knows how to approach some part of the prob�
lem� Of course� the real di�culty often stems
from the emerging goal conditions�

����� Causal�Link Protection

The last non�deterministic step we consider is
the causal�link protection� Causal links indic�
ate which operators generate the preconditions
for which other operators� If a new operator is
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introduced into the plan state then this might
delete preconditions for some of the operators
in the plan� There are several ways to prevent
this� promotion� demotion� and separation� The
former two add ordering constraints on the ac�
tions� the latter adds constraints to make sure
variables do not unify� As before we want to
maximize the possibility of a solution plan state�
Now suppose that we have an extended blocks

world where we can plan using multiple hands
but we know that hands are in general a tight
resource� Then protecting links by separation of
variables of the type Hand is not a good idea�

If sk threatens si
p
� sj and protec	

tion by separation involves noncodesig	

nation constraints over variables of type

Hand then avoid protecting the link with

these constraints�

What this means in terms of capability assess�
ment is that we are capable of dealing with re�
sources of the type mentioned in the rule� Note�
however� that this requires variables to be typed�

� Competence Assessment

and Flexible Computation

Flexible computation is about methods and al�
gorithms that allow trading solution quality
against available resources� In other words� �ex�
ible computation is about how to get a max�
imum bene�t with only limited resources� Tak�
ing� for example� a planning problem where the
task is to �nd the shortest plan that achieves
some goals� we could apply an algorithm that
�rst searches for any complete plan that achieves
the goals and then searches for a shorter plan�
The latter need not be mearly a continuation
of the search but could be a completely di�er�
ent technique as� for example� branch merging in
contingency planning 	Pryor and Collins� 
����
page ����� The search for the shorter plan could
be interrupted at any time with a complete plan
being available as the result� Given more time�
it is reasonable to hope that the algorithm will
�nd a shorter plan� This is exactly the kind of
tradeo� �exible computation tries to deal with�
In the planning example time is the limited re�
source that has to be traded for solution quality�
Other resources that may be limited could be
memory or information requests on a network�

Although the method for competence assess�
ment described in this paper can be extended to
be a �exible method in itself� i�e� a method that
results in a better assessment given more time
�see section ��
�� we see its main role as a fa�
cilitator for �exibility in an environment where
a number of intelligent agents work together on
a number of problems� Competence assessment
is about guessing whether an agent will be able
to �nd a solution with the given resources� In
an environment where multiple agents work to�
gether to solve a number of problems it is not
necessarily the case that all the given problems
can be solved with the given resources� Our aim
in this case must be to maximize the number of
solved problems using only the given resources�
Furthermore� if the agents have di�erent know�
ledge and�or problem�solving methods available
to attempt to solve the given problems then the
distribution of the problems can have signi�cant
impact on the number of problems solved within
the given resources� Our claim is that perform�
ing a competence assessment before attempting
to solve a problem will ultimately save resources
that can be used to solve more problems� In
this way competence assessment facilitates the
maximization of results given limited resources�

Note that a special case of the above scenario
would be to have multiple agents addressing the
same problem type and a number of problems
that are a decomposition of one larger problem�
In this case we are using competence assessment
to decide which aspect of the larger problem we
will address and how this will be done� Again�
competence assessment is not itself the �exible
method but a facilitator�

The issue that competence assessment ad�
dresses is the representation of performance pro�
�les� As discussed in section �� the advantage of
our method over more static representations is
that it allows the reuse of meta�knowledge and
thereby avoids the problem of having to de�ne
features of the problem that can be used for the
performance pro�les�

� Future Work

One aim for the future is to investigate domain
speci�c heuristics for planning� We want to im�
plement these heuristics as meta�rules and show
that a planner using meta�knowledge in this
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form could be more e�cient then approaches to
planning not using this knowledge� This e��
ciency gain is not our main goal though�

We envisage a problem�solver consisting of a
number of agents equipped with di�erent tech�
niques to tackle a given problem� Di�erent
agents are more or less e�cient at solving di�er�
ent types of sub�problems� The problem then is
to distribute e�ort amongst the di�erent agents
in order to solve the overall problem� We see
competence and capability assessment as one
approach to dynamically minimizing the over�
all e�ort spent� an agent only attempts to con�
tribute to the overall solution if it thinks it is
competent to solve a speci�c sub�problem� This
work is to be integrated into the O�Plan frame�
work 	Tate et al�� 
����� Some experiments with
ucpop 	Barrett et al�� 
���� have already been
conducted and the results indicate that e�cient
capability assessment is feasible�

The current assessment method tells us
whether we can do something not how good we
expect to be at doing it� This is another issue
that needs further work and might be bene�cial
to the agent problem�solving scenario�
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